CONSTRUCTION ALERT
McIntire New Academic Facility –Wilson Hall East Exterior Stair Closure

ITEMS OF INTEREST:
- Starting Wednesday October 26th until further notice
  - Construction site fencing will expand to encapsulate the Wilson Hall East Exterior Stair.
  - Directional signage will be added in the area directing pedestrians to alternate routes
  - Stair closure facilitates the installation of site utilities that serve Wilson Hall which are being replaced by the Cobb/Shumway project.

BACKGROUND:
- The McIntire School of Commerce will be expanding its academic facilities on the site of Cobb Hall. The historic north block of Cobb Hall, facing Hospital Drive, will be preserved and renovated. The rear wings will be demolished and replaced with an addition that responds to Rouss/Robertson Hall and Jefferson Park Avenue. The project is scheduled for completion in winter 2024/25.

ISSUED BY:
- Craig Hilten, Senior Project Manager, CC&R, chilten@virginia.edu  
  o 434.982.5918, c 434.981.8781
- James Zehmer, Sr. Historic Preservation Project Manager, CC&R, jdz5e@virginia.edu  
  c. 434-566-7294
- Jim Klapmust, Sr. Construction Administration Manger, CC&R, jklapmust@virginia.edu  
  c. 434-282-4896

PHOTOS/MAPS OF AREAS AFFECTED:
See Next Pages

END OF ALERT
Cobb/Shumway Pedestrian Pathways

This map was prepared in accordance with National Map Accuracy Standards, using Virginia State Plane coordinates, South Zone, and North American Datum 1983 (NAD83).

The data in the drawing is based on the best available information. Absolute accuracy is not guaranteed. Field verification recommended for exact dimensions.
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Stairway access closed. Detour to stairway west of Wilson Hall.
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